MULTI-STATE DATA COLLABORATIVES

ANALYTICS FOR PUBLIC IMPACT
THE MULTI-STATE DATA COLLABORATIVES

• Leverage timely administrative data to better respond to local labor market needs, improve programs and services, address geographic and demographic disparities

• Multi-sector, multi-state network driven by state priorities and supported by a governance structure

  • Develop and scale new data products with timely and local insights
MEET AGENCIES ‘WHERE THEY ARE’

• Network
• Staff capacity
• Research partnerships
• Grant funding
• Data access
REGIONAL COLLABORATIVES
SEEDING AND SCALING INNOVATION

• Applied data analytics training classes
• Topical workgroups
• Grant-funded projects
• RFI process to engage external researchers
• Individual states
EX. DATA PRODUCTS

Unemployment to Reemployment Dashboard
• A portfolio of tools providing executive decision-makers and local boards with actionable information on local labor market conditions and the dynamics of unemployment

Multi-State Postsecondary Report
• A portfolio of tools providing higher education institutions with actionable information on employment outcomes to assess alignment to regional workforce demand and more accurately incorporate outcomes into performance-based funding models.
WHAT’S IN IT FOR STATES?

• **Build relationships** with program and data leaders in other sectors and states.

• **Weigh in on priority research areas** of focus for collaboration.

• **Leverage already existing ideas, data practices, products**, and projects created by a state or states.

• **Develop new data practices and products** with other states and state agencies.

• **Manage and allow access to data** (on a per-project basis) with other agencies or states through the ADRF
WHAT’S IN IT FOR STATES?

• Engage in **applied data analytics training** opportunities.
• Assume a national leadership role by steering a collaborative, training class, or workgroup.
• Engage with and **help inform federal policymakers** and stakeholders on state needs and opportunities.
• Access outside research partners and potential **funding opportunities**.
COLLABORATIVE WEBSITE

Multi-State Data Collaboratives

State agency leaders across the country are driving the emergence and sustainability of multi-state data collaboratives, beginning with the Midwest Collaborative, the Southern Regional Data Collaborative, and the Eastern States Longitudinal Data Collaborative. This work is being supported by NASWA as the administering organization, the Coleridge Initiative as the platform organization, the State Higher Education Executive Officers Association (SHEEO), and other partners and funders. This webpage is directed by state agency leaders to provide public information about the collaboratives, including their activities and products.

https://www.naswa.org/partnerships/multi-state-data-collaboratives/about
Email us at datacollabs@naswa.org to subscribe!
MULTI-STATE DATA COLLABORATIVE
3RD ANNUAL MEETING
IN COORDINATION WITH THE COLERIDGE NATIONAL CONVENING

March 18-20, 2024

Location: Crystal Gateway Marriott in Arlington, VA

Hosted by NASWA, SHEEO and the Coleridge Initiative

REGISTER HERE
QUESTIONS? FOLLOW-UP?

datacollabs@naswa.org
training@coleridgeinitiative.org